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Photoproduction of Neutral Pions from Complex Nuclei*
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The photoproduction of neutral pions from complex nuclei is expressed in terms of the production ampli-
tudes from single nucleons, as well as certain properties of the nuclear ground state. Methods are developed
for the evaluation of the nuclear matrix elements. Correlations between nucleons lead to suppression of the
incoherent cross section for small momentum transfers. The coherent nuclear production is strongly peaked
at an angle 8=2/kR. Pions can also be produced by the coupling of the incident photon with the nuclear
Coulomb 6eld. The cross section for this process is peaked at an angle 8=m 'f2h'. Final-state interactions
of the produced pion are included by means of the Fernbach-Serber-Taylor model. This leads to attenuation
of the nuclear production and to a change in shape of the Coulomb production. The theoretical predictions
are compared with experimental measurements at 250 and 900 MeV.

I. INTRODUCTION

PART from the neutral sigma particle, the x' is
the only known elementary particle whose decay

involves neither leptons nor a change in strangeness
and is, therefore, probably caused by the strong and
the electromagnetic interactions only. For ten years
after the existence of the neutral pion was established,
attempts to measure its lifetime directly yielded only
upper limits. Since strong couplings must be involved
in the decay process, theoretical predictions were also
lacking, except for a lowest order perturbation theory
calculation' which yielded a mean lifetime of (4s)'
M'/gsessrt'=5&&10 'r sec but which nobody seriously
believed.

Some attention was therefore directed to a possible
way of measuring the lifetime indirectly using a sug-
gestion by Primakoff. ' Because the ~' decays into two
real photons, it should also be possible for a real photon
to interact with a virtual photon of the Coulomb field
of the nucleus to produce a neutral pion. Since the
transition amplitudes for the two processes are very
similar, it should, according to Primakoff, be possible
to determine the lifetime for decay by measuring the
cross section for photoproduction of a neutral pion in the
Coulomb field of a heavy nucleus.

In 1959 a beginning was made at the California Insti-
tute of Technology electron synchrotron with an ex-
periment' to measure photoproduction of neutral pions
from complex nuclei. Although direct measurements'
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of the srs lifetime have since yielded a value of (2.1&0.4)
X10 " sec, the photoproduction from complex nuclei
is still important as a possible way of obtaining an inde-
pendent lifetime measurement, as well as a way of
studying the structure of complex nuclei and the pion-
nucleon interaction.

In addition to the relatively simple photoproduction
by inverse decay, neutral pions can also be produced
by direct nuclear interactions not involving virtual
photons. The main purpose of this work is to provide a
theoretical estimate' of the most important production
modes from complex nuclei. This will be based on a
model of direct interaction between the incident photon
and the individual nucleons, coupled with the impulse
approximation. The nuclear cross section can then be
expressed in terms of single-nucleon photoproduction
amplitudes, properties of the nuclear ground state, and
the interactions of pions in nuclei. If these three quanti-
ties are known, as they are in principle, the nuclear
cross section is completely determined since there are
no other parameters which can be adjusted to fit the
experiments. The emphasis will be placed on differential
cross sections at small angles, where coherent nuclear
and Coulomb production can compete with incoherent
nuclear production.

In Sec. II the production from single nucleons is
discussed brieQy, mainly to establish certain facts,
conveptions, and notations to be used later. In Sec.
III, the cross section from complex nuclei is expressed
in terms of expectation values of single-nucleon opera-
tors in the nuclear ground state'. This follows from an
application of the impulse approximation and a
closure approximation which was developed by various
authors.

The matrix elements of the single-nucleon operators
are considered in Sec. IV and a general separation
theorem is derived LEq. (4./)] for closed-shell nuclei.
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Cimento 27, 1405 (1963).
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The spatial parts of the matrix elements are calculated
for an independent particle model of the nucleus in Sec.
V. The coherent part of the cross section is proportional
to the square of the form factor F(p) while the inco-
herent part is suppressed by a factor L1—G(p)] because
of the exclusion principle and the nuclear forces. The
Coulomb production is discussed in Sec. VI.

The 6nal-state interactions of the produced pion are
incorporated into the theory by a method equivalent
to the Fernbach-Serber-Taylor model for neutron
interactions in nuclei. This is described in Sec. VII.
The main eBects of the pion absorption are a reduction
of the nuclear production and a change in shape of the
Coulomb differential cross section. A final discussion of
the results and shortcomings of the general approach is
presented in Sec. VIII.

&f qltli, k). (2 1)

The initial state contains a nucleon in state i and a
photon in a plane-wave state with momentum k. The
final state contains a nucleon in state f and a neutral
pion in a plane-wave state with momentum q. The
photon and the pion are described in terms of quantized
6elds. The nucleon, however, is treated as a particle
according to nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The
transition operator t for the complete system contains
the photon and pion field operators A „and Q. The inner
product (2.1) with respect to the photon and pion vari-
ables is easily found if the 6eld operators are expanded
in terms of a complete set of states which will in this
case be a set of plane-wave states. For example,

y=g g (a e~~'z+a te ~~'z) (2.2)

where a~ t and a~ are creation and destruction operators
for a pion in a plane-wave state with momentum q
while X~ is a normalization constant. The result of
such an expansion is that the transition amplitude
becomes

(f I

—~q zt ik zl ') . (2.3)

where x is the position operator for the nucleon while (
is now a transition operator for the nucleon only. It no
longer operates on the photon or the pion fields but
does depend on their quantum numbers such as the
polarization of the photon and the angle 8 between the
pion and photon momenta. The exponential factors
guarantee the translational invariance of the transition
amplitude. They play an important role in the coherent
photoproduction from complex nuclei and also in the
suppression of the incoherent production. For produc-
tion from single nucleons, however, they can be omitted
if at the same time

I i) and If) are taken to refer to the
nucleon's spin-isospin states only, since all eQects of the

II. PHOTOPRODUCTION FROM A SINGLE NUCLEON

The photoproduction of a neutral pion from a single
nucleon can be described by the transition amplitude

structure of the nucleon are contained in the single-
nucleon transition operator $.

If all plane-wave states are normalized to unit den-
sity, the total cross section for photoproduction of a
neutral pion from a nucleon in spin-isospin state

I i) and
with momentum p;, is given by

d g~=—Zf l&fl tli) I'b(~' ~—t),
e; (2n)'

(2.4)

where e;= 1—(k p;)/I k(M'+pp)'I'j is the incident flux
while E,=k+(pp/2M) and Et=co+(pp/2M) are the
values of the total energy in the initial and final states.
We shall always be using units in which A= c= 1. Since
the final nucleon momentum pf=p~+k —tI is inde-
pendent of the 6nal spin-isospin state, the sum over
final spin-isospin states is simply P r I (f I

t
I i) I

=&iltttli). By further writing d'q=q'dqdO, we obtain
for the differential cross section

do 1

dQ v;

q'dq
&il t'tli»(&' —&t) =r&il t'tli), (2 5)

(2m)'

I 0= q(d/4Ã (2.8)

When a neutral pion is produced, the most general
form that the single nucleon transition operator can
assume is

t=K+L o+Mrg+N erg, (2.9)

where e is the nucleon spin operator, w3 is the 3-com-
ponent of the nucleon isospin operator, while E, L, 3f,
and N may be functions of the nucleon momentum
operator. The differential cross sections (2.5) in the
center-of-mass system for photoproduction from free
protons and free neutrons then become

~,™=r..(IK+Ml'+IL+Nl ),
o„'~ =r, (IE'—Ml'+lL —Nl') . (2.10)

Because of the transversality of the photon and the
conservation of angular momentum, it follows in general
that K and M (as well as I., and E,) must always be
proportional to sin 8,. .. For this reason it will also
prove convenient to de6ne the amplitudes

f ' .=(r )'t'(K+M)(sin8. ) ',
f„' = (I' )'I'(K—M) (sin8. ) '. (2.11)

where all quantities on the right are to be calculated on
the energy shell. In the center-of-mass system

(q~/4~2) D +i't/ (M2+ jP)1/2$—1

X I 1+(g/(M2+q2)~t2j ~, (2.6)

while in the laboratory system I' is just 2m times the
usual density of states:

r ~,b
——(q/2s)'I (q/a&)+ (q—k costt)/M)-', (2.7)

For small angles 8 this is approximately equal to the
no-recoil value
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The differential cross sections in the laboratory
system can be expressed in terms of those in the center-
of-mass system by

dQ,
~.'"(8i.b) = ~.' (8..-.)

~~I ab

(2.12)

and similarly for o-„. In particular,

(dQ,
(f„")' sin'8~, b=

~
(f ™)'sin'8

80$Q)

For small angles, both transformation coefficients
(d()a.m./df)lab) and (sin'8, /sins81gb) tend to the value

J= (1+I/P)'/(1 rs ) s— (2.14)

where P is the pion velocity in the center-of-mass system
while I is the center-of-mass velocity in the laboratory
system. At 250 and 900 MeV, J has the values 1.699
and 2.980, respectively.

At photon energies below 500 MeV, the production of
neutral pions is very strongly dominated by the T
= ~, J=—,'+ resonance at 320 MeV, which is excited by
magnetic dipole radiation. ~ This enables one to write
down the angular dependence of os' and fs'~

o 'm =(5—3cos'8)mrs,

(2.15)

where mt= —(I'..~./Ss. )'I'M» is a resonant-energy-
dependent factor. At 250 MeV, for example, m~'
= 2.35 pb/sr. A further consequence which follows from
the fact that it is the isovector component of the electro-
magnetic interaction which dominates, ' is that ill and X
maybe ignored so that 0„™=os' and f„™=fs'

At higher energies the measured production cross
section from protons' exhibits peaks at photon energies
of 750 and 1050 MeV. These are presumably due to
resonances in the T=~ isospin state. The lower one
(second rrE resonance) almost certainly has J= s and
could therefore be excited by an E» or an M» ampli-
tude. If the third resonance does have J= ~+, it can be
excited by an E» or an M» amplitude. At high energies
there is as yet no theory which is as convincing as the

6 This fact was overlooked in Ref. 5 and later pointed out to the
author by Dr. A. V. Tollestrup.

r K. A. Hrueckner, Phys. Rev. 86, 106 (1952); M. GeH-Mann
and K. M. Watson, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 4, 267 (1954); G. F.
Chew and F. E. Low, Phys. Rev. 101, 1570, 1579 (1956).

s J. I. Vette, Phys. Rev. 111,622 (1958);K. Berkelman and J.
A. Waggoner, Phys. Rev. 117, 1364 (1960);R. M. Talman, C. R.
Clinesmith, R. Gomez, and A. V. Tollestrup, Bull. Am. Phys.
Soc. 7, 265 (1962); Phys. Rev. Letters 9, 177 (1962).

so that the transformation coeScients for the ampli-
tudes of (2.11) contain an additional factor~

fdQe m 1/ sl.n .8q.m.)
(f '.b)s

~ ~~ ~(f~. )s (2 13)
EZO~Bb/ (Sin 8t8b I

Chew-Low theory' for low-energy phenomena, so that it
is necessary to rely almost entirely on phenomeno-
logical analysis. Fortunately, it appears that the
measured angular distributions' can be fitted fairly
well by using only an E» and an E» amplitude for the
second and third resonances, respectively. ' Deining
er ——(I'/32s. )'IsEts and es= (31'/32m-) "sEss, one obtains a
reasonable 6t to the 950-MeV angular distribution using
phase differences q ~2=60', q23=30', yea=90', and
values 0.120, 0.018, and 0.160 yb/sr for mrs, ets, and ess,

respectively. The corresponding values at 900 MeV are
0.140, 0.038, and 0.096 jab/sr, which leads to values

O.s' =0.22 pb/sr,

(f 0 I )s=0 56 pb/sr (2.16)

in the forward direction. If the parity of the third
resonance is not positive but negative, the E2~ amplitude
should be replaced by an M» amplitude. This would
increase the value of (f~'m. )' in the forward direction to
approximately 4.0 pb/sr. It should be emphasized that
these Gts are not unique and that the experimental
results could also be 6tted with other combinations of
electric and magnetic multipoles.

Although phenomenological analysis enables one to
obtain some information about the production ampli-
tudes from protons, the absence of a dynamical theory
makes it diKcult to say much about the production
from neutrons. This derives from the fact that the
photons have both an isoscalar and an isovector cou-
pling. The isovector coupling leads to M=O, E=O,
and hen. ce f ' =fs' The isosc.alar coupling leads
to E=O, 1.=0, and hence f„'~ = fs'~ In—both. .
cases 0.„' =0.~' . When both couplings are present,
however, there is no relation between f„™and f„'
or between 0 „'m and os™.Given f~', for example,f„'™could be made arbitrarily large.

Furthermore, at high energies the exchange of vector
mesons will begin to make an important contribution
to the photoproduction of neutral pions. This will, in
the erst place, drastically modify the analysis of the
production from protons discussed above since the
exchange term would essentially contain spherical
harmonics of all orders, unlike the multipole terms. In
addition, the exchange of vector mesons of deinite
isospin would lead to relations between the production
from neutrons and protons. The exchange of a T=O
meson (like the te) would lead to f„' =f„' and the
exchange of a T=1 (like the p) to f„™=fs™. —

Although the properties of the production amplitudes
at high energies are thus still far from known, it is in
principle possible to determine these properties com-
pletely by the careful study of angular distributions

~ R. F. Peierls, Phys. Rev. 118, 325 (1960),6rst suggested that
the second 7(N resonance is excited by an electric dipole amplitude.
A more recent phenomenological analysis by the present author
indicated that the best Gts to the angular distributions near the
second and third resonances are obtained assuming E13 and E2g
(or M» if the parity is negative) amplitudes, respectively.
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and polarizations involved in the photoproduction of
neutral pions from single nucleons. For the purpose of
the present work, these quantities will be assumed to
be known, and the photoproduction from nuclei will
be expressed in terms of them, and the expectation
values of certain operators in the nuclear ground state.

III. PHOTOPRODUCTION FROM A
COMPLEX NUCLEUS

The total cross section for photoproduction of a
neutral pion from a complex nucleus can also be written
in the form (2.4), except that the single-nucleon transi-
tion operator t must be replaced by a transition operator
T for the whole nucleus. All possible internal states of
the 6nal nucleus are explicitly summed over, while the
integral over pion momenta is equivalent to a summa-
tion over all relative states of the final pion-nucleus
system which are energetically allowed. Unlike the
single nucleon case, the total energy Ef in the final state
is no longer independent of the internal states f of the
final nucleus. The delta function must, therefore, also
be included in the closure relation when we sum over

f The res.ult is that the differential cross section in the
laboratory system (w;= 1) becomes

factor, which guarantees translational invariance, was
discussed in Sec. II.

The transition operator t for a single bound nucleon
which occurs in (3.3), is not identical with the transition
operator to for a single free nucleon which was discussed
in the previous section. When the binding potential
U& experienced by a single nucleon is small, t can, how-
ever, be expressed in terms of a series

t=ts+tsas 'Upas 'to+higher order terms,

where gs ——e—Is+ir), Is being the total kinetic Hamil-
tonian, e the total kinetic energy, and g the usual inlni-
tesimal which determines the boundary conditions.
When the expectation value of U~ (=40 MeV) is small
compared to e, the difference between t and to becomes
negligible. "We shall henceforth assume the validity of
the impulse approximation" according to which the
transition operator for a bound nucleon is identical to
that for a free nucleon. The nuclear transition operator
T is thus expressed in terms of quantities which can be
measured by the study of single nucleons.

After substituting (3.3) into (3.1), the differential
cross section can be separated~ into two parts,

g dg
(OI T18(E'—Bo)TI0) ~

(2')'
(3.1)

(d 5—=I —
I +I —

I

df) ado&n kd()&Ng)
(3.4)

The argument of the delta function can be written as

K—&o= &+~o—&~—~, (3.2)

(3.3)

where x„ is the spatial coordinate of nucleon n while

p is the momentum transfer h —q. The exponential

' R. Serber, Phys. Rev. 72, 1114 (1947).

where k and or are the photon and pion energies, HA
is the nuclear Hamiltonian, while S'0 is the energy of
the nuclear ground. state

I 0).
This expression for the nuclear cross section is still

completely general and exact. It is, however, so general
that it contains practically no speci6c information about
the process which we consider; more or less it merely
defines an operator T. The main purpose of the present
work is to see if it may not be possible to express the
nuclear cross section in terms of simpler quantities
which are, at least in principle, alread, y known. Such a
possibility exists at energies where the wavelength of
the incident photon becomes comparable to the dis-
tances between nucleons. In this energy region the
direct interaction model of Serber, "according to which
the interaction of the photon with the complex nucleus
is expressed in terms of its interactions with the indi-
vidual nucleons, can be used. The nuclear transition
operator is written as a sum of single-nucleon operators

which are, respectively, diagonal and nondiagonal in
the nucleon indices:

(do )
dnf ~,

q'dq A

p (0I 1„1.-'s *.8(Z,—a,)
4x' ~=~

Xe's'*"1
I 0) ~ (3 5)

"G. F.Chew, Phys. Rev. 80, 196 (1950);G. F. Chew and M. L.
Goldberger, ibid 87, 778 (195.2)."M. Lax and H. Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 81, 189 (1951)."G. Placzek, Phys. Rev. 86, 377 (1952}; G. C. Wick, ~ME.
94, 1228 (1954).

'4T. K. Fowler and K. M. Watson, Nucl. Phys. 13, 5&9
(1959).

pd~) q'dq
Q p (0I1„te 's *-8(E; a,-)—

Ed()) ~n 4n' .~ Xe"*.1.I0). (3.6)

The sum over 6nal nuclear states contained in (3.1)
was performed by exact closure. In order to be able to
calculate (3.5) and (3.6), the delta functions have to be
removed from inside the matrix elements. This will be
done by means of a closure approximation developed
by Placzek and Wick" in their treatments of the scatter-
ing of neutrons by molecular systems and later used by
Fowler and Watson" in connection with the scattering
of elementary particles by nuclei.

In the diagonal contribution (3.5) the aim is to com-
mute the delta function through the factor e'i'"t~ to
the right so that it can operate directly on the ground
state

I 0) while the two exponentials just cancel to give
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unity. The only operator contained in the delta function
is the nuclear Hamiltonian H~. After commuting, the
delta function will therefore contain additional terms
due to the fact that Hg does not commute with
e'I" $„. Terms depending on the nuclear binding will

be generated by the momentum, spin, and isospin
-dependence of t and by the space exchange and, mo-
mentum-dependent potentials in H~. The magnitudes
of these contributions have been estimated' and found
to be small. The only contribution which will be kept, is
the one which arises from commutation of the kinetic
energy operator with the exponential:

Hge'& * =o'& *pHg+'(p'/2M)+y p„/iM j .
After Fouricr-analyzing the nuclear ground state in
terms of an initial single nucleon momentum p;, one
can now carry out the operations implied in this ex-
pression (for details see Refs. 5 and 14) and write the
diagonal part of the differential cross section in terms of
the momentum distribution P(p~) in the ground state:

(do) d'PI g ~gI (p,)
(dn& g) (2~)' (2~)'

p~ p&
X{0(&,«, (0)B k+

2M 2M
(3 7)

Here y&
—y;+y is the fina monlelltll111 of tile llllcleoI1.

When (3.7) is compared to (2.5) it becomes clear
that the diagonal cross section is, apart from the Aux

factor in (2.5), just A times the free nucleon cross
section, averaged over the spin and momentum states
which are encountered, in the nuclear ground state.
As far as the one-particle contribution is concerned, each
nucleon therefore behaves like a free independent
particle, the only effect of the other nucleons appearing
in the speci6cation of its initial state. The consequences
of the exclusion principle, as well as all other coherence
effects, are still contained in the nondiagonal or two-

particle contribution (3.6).
Thc approximation which is made in thc nondiagonal

cross section, is to neglect the correction terms arising
from the momentum dependence of the transition
operators and. to replace IIg in the delta function by
lVO. The validity of the first approximation is discussed

in Ref. 14 while in Ref. 5, it is shown that. the second,

approximation is exact as far as the noncorrelated part
of the cross section is concerned while for the part
which depends on correlation between the motion of the
nucleons, it is a good approximation. We can carry
out the sum over m and e and express the nondiagonal
cross section (3.6) in terms of the transition operators
for nucleons 1 and 2

yt2«I~O)b(k —o) . (3.8)

The matrix element which remains, will be calculated in
the next two sections.

The kinematics for the diagonal cross section (3.7)
is the same as that for photoproduction from a free
nucleon, except for a Qux factor and the fact that the
cross section should be averaged over the momentum
distribution in the nucleus. In the noncorrelated, part of
the nondiagonal cross section, thc nucleus remains in
its ground state and recoils as a whole. Only for the
correlated part of the nondiagonal cross section the
kinematical relations are not precisely dered by this
approximation. In ord.er to ensure the proper cancella-
tion properties due to the exclusion principle, it seems
very likely that the correlated cross section is subject to
the same kinematical relations as the diagonal cross
section, at least for small momentum transfers.

The momentum transfer to the nucleus is given by

p'= (k—q)'+2k'(1 —cosa)

= (d+ c)2+k'8 (3.9)

where 8 is the angle between k and q and. where the
second expression hoMs approximately when 8&&I.
6 is the nuclear excitation energy. When k is large com-
pared to the pion mass m, e is to a good approximation
equal to m'/2k. For k=250 and. 900 MeV, o takes on
the values 40 and. 1j. MeV, respectively. The value of
the momentum transfer is not very sensitive to the
nuclear excitation energy. From now on, no distinction
will be made between the kinematics pertaining to the
different parts of the cross section. The transition ampli-
tudes will be calculated at the energies prescribed
in the previous paragraph. Where p occurs in the
nuclear form factors, the value given in (3.9) with
6=0 wiH be used. The cross sections (3.7) and (3.8)
will meanwhile be written

do)—
~

=sr(oj~l«I(0),
da) D

(3.10)

Towards the end of Scc. V they will be expressed in
terms of quantities oo, r„, fo, and f„which are very
closely related to the single-nucleon cross sections and
amplitudes in the laboratory system de6ned in Kqs.
(2.12) and (2.13).The amplitudes fo and f„differ from
f„"~ and f "I' by a factor (1 o/1'I.b)'" which reflects
the kinematics of the coherent nuclear cross section.
In thc case of a„and 0, on the other 'hand, the free-
nueleon differential cross sections 0„"~and a„"~should,
be averaged over the nucleon-momentum distribution
in accordance with (3.7). This averaging process which
is required, causes an attenuation of thc inelastic nu-
clear cross section near the threshold for pion produc-
tion."For the purposes of the present work, neither of
the distinctions is very important, however, so that the
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approximate expressions

—J0 c.m.
y p

f Jf o.m.

(3.12)

(3.13)

By inserting a complete set of states between the
two projection operators in (4.4), one obtains

&+ I R»O» I+&=2~2.&+ IR»D~ I
C'-&

X&C.
~
D&Ou [+&. (4.6)

(and similarly for o „and f„) will be used to relate the
o's and f's to the experimentally determined single-
nucleon cross sections.

IV. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF TWO —NUCLEON
OPERATORS

In this section we shall discuss the evaluation of
matrix elements of the form &+~R~20»~+&, where R»
contains the position operators of nucleons 1 and 2
only, 0» contains the spin and isospin operators of
nucleons i and 2 only, while 0 is a dehnite state of the
nucleus. By means of the permutation operators

P, = g (1+o'g o'2),

P g= 2 (1+'Cl' &2) y (4.1)

we can de6ne a complete set of orthogonal projections

D~ ——D„=-', (1yP,) (1—P,),
D2 D,.=-,'(1———P,) (1+P(),
Dg=D„=~~(1+P,) (1+Pg),
D4 ——D.,=-,'(1—P,) (1—P() .

(4.2)

DADp ~xpax y (4.3)

the matrix element under consideration can be expressed
as

(+ IR»O» I+)=Z~&+ lR»D~D~O»l+& (4 4)

For purposes of the present discussion we are not
interested in aspects of nuclear structure which depend
sensitively on speci6c details of the nuclear model. For
this reason we shall only consider nuclei which can be
described by a single Slater determinant

~=(A )- ~ Z.(-1) 4;(1) 4.(A), (4.5)

rather than a sum of such determinants. The set of
single nucleon wave functions (p~, P~) which are
occupied, must therefore be unique and each spatial
state must be occupied by four nucleons corresponding
to the four possible combinations of spin and isospin
projections. Nuclei which satisfy these requirements
will be referred to as closed-shell nuclei. They obviously
have 5=J =J=T=O.

The indices denote the space and spin symmetry. For
example D„projects any state of the nucleus onto a
state which is symmetric with respect to interchange
of the spatial coordinates of nucleons 1 and 2 but anti-
symmetric with respect to spin-exchange (and hence
also symmetric with respect to isospin-exchange). Since
these projection operators satisfy the usual relations

At 6rst sight it may seem as if the proper set of ortho-
normal states C „to use is the set of all possible nuclear
wave functions which are completely antisymmetric
with respect to all A nucleons. For the restrictive set of
0' which we consider, this would then imply that
(C' ~D&O»~C' ) vanishes unless C„=O'. Hence

(+
~
RgmOg2~ @)=pg(e~ R»Dg

~
e)(e

~
DgO&2)0). (4.7a)

This relation looks very plausible and is, as a matter of
fact, implicity contained in the work of Fowler and
Watson. "One can easily show, however, that it must
actually be completely wrong for all nuclei with mass
number greater than 4.
If we choose R»=Oq2 ——1, (4.7a) becomes

&+I+)=Z~&+ID~I+)&+ID.I+),
which is inconsistent with (4.3) unless %' is a simul-
taneous eigenstate of all the Dq.

The source of the trouble is the fact that the set of
C chosen is in fact not complete. Instead of states
which are antisymmetric with respect to all A nucleons,
one should use states which are antisymmetric with
respect to nucleons 1 and 2 and completely antisym-
metric with respect to the other A-2 nucleons, but
which have no definite symmetry between nucleon 1,
say, and any of the A-2. It is convenient to construct
these states in such a way that they are eigenstates of
the projection operators D&.

In order to evaluate the matrix element (4.6), it is
helpful to expand C in terms of these C also. By means
of simple but somewhat laborious arguments (see Ref.
5) it can eventually be shown that

(+ I R»Og2(e) = ~ (47)
&+l»l+)

which will, in general, differ from (4.7a). Equation
(4.7) is exact for closed-shell nuclei. For other nuclei
the correction terms are of order N/A where e is the
number of nucleons outside the closed shells.

In the previous section, a matrix element of the form
(4.7) was encountered. with R~2=e'f~'&*' *'& and 0»
=t2tt~. The spatial elements (O~R»Dq~o& will be eval-
uated in the next section. For the present we shall
conhne our attention to the remaining quotients

t~'=—«ID~tm't~l 0&/«ID~IO&. (4.s)

Because of the restriction to states with vanishing
total angular momentum and isospin, only operators
which transform like scalars in ordinary space as well
as in isospace, can have nonvanishing expectation
values. This follows directly from the signer-Kckart
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theorem. The projection operators Dq already trans-
form like scalars to that we need to consider the scalar
parts of tsttq only. Recalling that t„=X+L o„+3Ers„
+vs L o„, one can without much trouble decompose
t2tt1 into parts which transform like irreducible tensors
of rank 0, 1, and 2, both in ordinary space and in iso-
space. The scalar part is given by

IXI'+-,'IXI'(or. os)+xlMI'(~g ~s)+-",ISIs
X(og os)(~g ~s) . (4.9)

By using (4.1), (4.2), and (4.9), one can now easily
write down the values of (4.8) corresponding to the four
di6'erent X:

t s = Ills+-'IL, ls —I~Is—-'Iris
t '= IXI'—II.I'+-'I~Is —-'leis
t '= Ixl'+~II. I'+-'lais+-'Ills
t..= I@Is—IL ls — lml + leis. (4.1o)

The total two-particle matrix element which appeared
in Eq. (3.11), is 6nally given by

(0IR»ts'telo&=p~t~'(0 le»D~lo& (411)

In Eq. (3.10) we also encountered a one-particle
matrix element (olt~tt~lo). The scalar part of t~tt~ is
given by

II~ I'+ lL I'+
I &I'+ I&l'

This is the only part which has a nonvanishing expecta-
tion value in the closed-shell states so that we can write

&Olt, tt, lO)= Iris+ lais+ luis+ lti'ls. (4.12)

By combining the spin-isospin matrix elements (4.10)
with the spatial matrix elements (5.7) calculated in the
next section, we shall obtain a simple relationship
between the one-particle and two-particle contribu-
tions to the cross section. In the limit of vanishing
momentum transfer p, the radial operator R» becomes
unity and this simple relation can be expressed as

A (A —1)(ol tsthl0)
=A(A-1)g, t;&0ID, lo)
=As I&I'—A( Il~ le+ IL ls+ l~l'+ I&l'} (4»)
=Aslzls —A(olt, tt, lo&.

For nuclei which do not satisfy the restrictive de-
mands which we imposed, the separation (4.7) of
spatial and spin-isospin matrix elements is not generally
valid. In the limiting case where the radial operator
becomes unity, however, a relation analogous to (4.13)
can be derived for a general nucleus in terms of the
partition quantum numbers T, S, I' (also denoted by
I', I",E") introduced by Wigner's to characterize the
symmetry properties of the nucleus. In the cases of
interest 2T can be identi6ed with the eigenvalue of
the operator (—P;rs'), usually called the neutron

"E.P. Wigner, Phys. Rev. Sl, 106 (193'/).

V. NUCLEAR FORM FACTORS

For the calculation of the spatial matrix elements it
is convenient to introduce two-particle densities

p), (xr)xs) = P, 4 (1 A)D)4(1 A)d'xs dsxg,

(5.1)

where Q, indicates that the inner product with respect
to all spin-isospin variables must be taken. %ith this
definition

(ole's'*' *»Diplo)= pg(xr, xs)e's'i*' *»d'xrdsxs.

(5.2)

If we once again confine our attention to the closed-
shell nuclei described in Sec. IV, the two-particle
densities can be expressed in terms of the "mixed
density"

d(xq, xs)= P p;(xr)pi*(xs) . (5.3)

Each single-nucleon spatial wave function appears in
the sum four times. The single-nucleon density is given

by
p(x) =A—'d(x, x) . (5.4)

%e also dehne a correlation function

1 d(xr, xs)d(xs, xr)
h(xr, xs) =-

4 d(xr, xr)d(xs, x,)
(5.5)

which is a manifestation of the way in which the position

excess I=2—2Z. The more general relation is

A(A —1)&Oltstt, lO&= IAZ —mls+mz, +m,
—A(ol414lo}, (4.14)

where

A&olt~'trio&=A(I@I'+ IL, I'+ I3II'+ I&l'}
—2101(Z'm+L'. N), (4.15)

gl4=2S( IL—Nl —II,—g, l }+4(S—I')
y(L' N —I.,'X,), (4.16)

Otls=
I
2SL,—2I'S.I'. (4.17)

Here (R(s) denotes the real part of s. When the opera-
tors (P,o,') and (—P,o.'rs') are diagonal, they may
usually be identi6ed with 2S and 2Y, respectively. The
quantities 9Rj and 5K2 are strongly structure-dependent.
To a good approximation we can assume that they
vanish for even-even nuclei while for odd-A nuclei
BRr+KLs ——IL&NI' depending on whether Z or S is
odd. Unless we specify otherwise, the discussion wi11

henceforth be limited to the closed-shell nuclei for which
(4.13) holds.
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we saw that E must always contain a factor sin tI.

On the other hand, F(p) decreases with p and hence,
according to (3.9), with 8. Thus, the coherent cross
section should exhibit a strong peak. This occurs at an
angle

of nucleon 1 is influenced by the position of nucleon 2

(and vice versa) due to the exclusion principle and the
nuclear forces. If the nucleons had been completely
independent, the correlation function would have had
the constant value —1/A.

With these dednitions, the two-particle densities
become

(5.14)8p.g,=2/hR,

where R is the nuclear radius.
pq(xq, xq)=LI —(1/A)) 'pqp(xq)p(x~)L1+4h(xq, x2)], If the distribution of nucleons in. the nucleus is

(5 6) assumed to be uniform inside a sphere of radius E,
and zero outside

where p..=pso=gg& PNs=yg& and p« ——~. The upper
sign holds for p„and p„, and the lower sign for p„
and p„. Substituting back into (5.2), one obtains the
following equation:

A(A —1)(0 le*~ &*-*&D, lo)
=p),(A'IF(p) I'+4AG(p)), (5.7)

p(r) =3/4&R'
=0

the form factor F(p) is given by

F(p) =z(PR),

r&R,
r)R; (5.15)

with the same assignment of signs as before. The form
factors

F(p) = p(x)e'&'*d'x, (5 g)

G(p) =A p(x,)p(xg)h(xg, x2)e'&'&*'—*»d'xgd'x2, (5.9)

|'de) (de (do)

Edn) Ed@ , &da),
(5.10)

tend to zero when p tends to inanity and. become unity
when p vanishes.

Combining (3.11), (4.10), (4.11), and (5.7), one
obtains for the two-particle contribution to the photo-
production cross section the value

Z(x) =3Lsinx —x cosxg/x'=3j&(x)/x. (5.17)

The function Z(x) begins like 1—(x'/10) for small x
and then oscillates with decreasing amplitude, the
erst zero occurring at x=4.49. Of course (5.15) is not
a very good approximation to the nuclear density.
When a distribution with a disuse edge is used, sig-
ni6cant deviations from (5.16) do not appear, however,
until far beyond the peak (5.14) and shortly before the
erst zero. Since the Anal-state interactions will smear
out the minima in the di6raction pattern anyway, it is
unnecessary to use a more realistic density than (5.15).

The second form factor G(p) will 6rst be calculated
using the Fermi gas model for infinite nuclear matter.
The single-nucleon wave functions are plane ~aves
(1/V'I')e'~'*, where V is the normalization volume.
If A is the number of nucleons contained in V, the
Fermi momentum pr is given by

~here the noncorrelated part is given by pp'= 3n-'A/2 V, (5.18)

=A rlF(p)l lxl,fdo)

ada) ~o

while the correlated part is given by

(5.11)
d(xg, x2) = (A/V)Z(prr),

h(xg, x,) = 4Z'(prr),
(5.19)

The mixed density and the correlation function become

and the form factor
/d0

=APG(p)(IXI'+ ILI'+ IMI'+ list'I') (5.12)
Eda e

G(P) =I l (p/Pr)+ 's (P/—Pr)'—
=0

P&2pr ~

p&2pr. (5.20)

The differential cross section for elastic PhotoProduc- IIy combining Eqs (3 10) (4 12) and (5 12) one
tion, where the nucleus remains in its ground state, is obtains the interesting result that
given by

/de)
I

—
I

=I l(ol E.~.e"*-lo&l&
&dn)

(5.13) kdn) kdfI),
I

—
I

—
I
—

I
=APL1—G(P)j

It is easy to see that this is exactly equal to (5.11) so
that the noncorrelated cross section is simply the
elastic cross section where the nucleus remains in its
ground state and where the production amplitudes from
diferent nucleons are added coherently. In Sec. II

x(lzl'+ lL I'+ I~I'+ IIII I2) (5.21)

since the two terms on the left have the same depend-
ence on the transition amplitude. The correlated cross
section thus has the eKect of partially canceling the
diagonal cross section by means of the suppression
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factor

1 G—(P) = '(P/-P~) '6—(P—/P~)'
=1 (5.22)

P&2PF ~

In the Fermi gas model all the nuclear correlation is
due to the exclusion principle so that this must also be
the source of the attenuation. By allowing only the
part of the Fermi sphere which lies outside another
Fermi sphere whose center is displaced by a distance p,
one indeed obtains exactly the suppression factor (5.22).
From now on the combined cross section (5.21) will be
called the incoherent cross section while (5.11) will be
referred to as the coherent cross section.

The suppression factor for finite nuclei presumably
diRers from that for nuclear matter. The place where
this diRerence should be the most significant, is in the
light nuclei. In, order to calculate G(p), one has to know
the single-particle wave functions. As an example, we
shall calculate the form factor for 0", using an inde-
pendent-particle model with harmonic oscillator wave
functions. The mixed density is

d(xi)xg) =4(u/vr'I')'[1+2n'xi xnj
&&exp['—-'n'(xP+x22) j (5.23)

where the parameter a is related to the distance Z
between energy levels and the radius R of the equivalent
uniform nucleus (5.15) by

PrimakoR" has recently used the following repre-
sentation for the correlation function

4I4(xi, xm) = 1

=0
lxi—x,

l
&d,

(5.28)

in connection with his theory of muon capture, employ-
ing a correlation distance given by d'=3.2r4' (r,'
=R'/A). Actually, d is determined uniquely by the
normalization of G(p), namely d'=4r44. The form
factor becomes

G(P) =~(pd), (5.29)

which implies that [1—G(p) j does not reach the nu-
clear matter value until p=400 MeV/c. Thus, the
correlation function (5.28) gives very poor agreement
with the form factors which follow from an independent-
particle model. Of course, one cannot completely ex-
clude the possibility that residual hard-core interactions
enhance the Pauli suppression to the extent indicated
by (5.28).

The coherent and incoherent cross sections are given
by (5.11) and (5.21) in the case of the closed-shell
nuclei. Ke shall now for a moment return to the more
general nuclei discussed brie6y at the end of Sec. IV.
Although the rigorous derivation which holds for closed-
shell nuclei can no longer be carried out, there are strong
grounds to conjecture that, for nonclosed-shell nuclei

n'= ME= 15/(4R'), (5.24)

M being the nucleon mass. The form factor becomes

(5.30)

G(p) = [1+(p/2n)4] exp[—P2/24i'] . (5.25)

For small values of p the suppression factor is

1—G(p) =0.133 (PR)'=1.9(p/pi)'. (5.26)

For small p, the finite nucleus suppression factor is
much smaller than that for nuclear matter, which im-

plies that the exclusion principle is more eRective in a
finite nucleus. The ratio of (5.26) to (5.22) rises almost
linearly until p=120 MeV/c and then remains within
5'Pq of unity. If one considers He' instead of 0", the
same general behavior is found except that the nuclear
matter suppression factor is not approached until p
=200 MeV/c which confirms the conjecture that the
agreement of the actual suppression factor with (5.22)
should improve with increasing A. Based on these two
results only, one can perhaps use the following very
crude estimate of the ratio between actual suppression
factor and (5.22):

—2I(R(E*M+L* N))+I'G(p)ORi. (5.31)

Since E, M, L„and E,must all contain sine as a factor,
the coherent cross section still vanishes in the forward
direction. Because G(0)=1, the first part of the in-
coherent cross section is also very small in the forward
direction. The part depending on 5K~ is not suppressed
by the Pauli principle, however. In nuclei where BR&

does not vanish, pions can be produced in the forward
direction by Gipping the nuclear spin, just as in the
case of single nucleons.

In terms of the quantities defined in Kqs. (3.12) and
(3.13), the coherent and incoherent cross sections for
nuclei with 5R~ ——5K2 ——0 can be written

do)—
I

=Izf,+A/-I5. ..,
dn/, .h

[1—G(p)gg 1
=—pR

[1—G(p)l-
pR&2,

pR&2.
(5.27)

"H. Primakoff Rev. Mod. Phys. 31, 802 (1959).

(5.32)
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where the shape factors are given by

S„&——
I
F(p) I

' sin'tt,

S;„,=1—G(p) . (5.33)

e„g„„e„eg'k„k„'I'(k„k„',k„k„,k„'k„') . (6.1)

Here e„z„„is the completely antisymmetric unit tensor
in four dimensions. The form factor I' may still depend
on the three scalars which do not involve the polariza-
tion vectors. We shall use the relativistic metric in
which q„q„=q q—oP= —m'. The transition rate can
now be calculated by the usual Feynman rules namely

(2rr)4 d'k d'k' 8'I q„—k„—k„')

2 (2s)' (2s-)o 8kk'(a

e e'

where ~=qo and k =ko are the pion and photon energies.
In the rest system of the pion its mean lifetime r is
found to be given by

1 m3

I
I'(——,'m', 0, 0) I'.

64
(6.2)

Primakoff' first drew attention to the fact that the
same vertex can give rise to photoproduction of neutral
pions through the second diagram in Fig. 1. Here p„
and p„' represent the initial and final momentum-
fourvectors of a complex nucleus and k„and q„ those of
the incident photon and the produced pion. The inter-
action of the virtual photon (momentum t„) with the
nucleus is represented by a second vertex F„. The
5-matrix element can be written down directly

VI. INVERSE DECAY OF THE NEUTRAL PION

The two-photon decay of the neutral pion can be
schematically represented by the hrst diagram in Fig.
j.. This is not a Feynman diagram but the sum of all
possible Feynman diagrams with one external pion line
and two external photon lines. The energy-momentum
fourvectors of the incident pion and the final photons
are q„, k„, and k„'. The polarization fourvectors of the
photons are e„and e„'. On account of the conservation
law q„=k„+k„', only four of these 6ve vectors are
linearly independent.

Because the pion is pseudoscalar, the form of the
vertex operator for this diagram is uniquely dedned
since only one pseudoscalar can be constructed out of
four fourvectors

Fn. I. Diagrams repre-
senting (a) decay of neutral
pion into tvro photons, (b)
photoproduction of pion
from complex nucleus by ex-
change of virtual photon.

Pion decay Photoproducfion

I'= 8 (rr/mor) 't'e" (6.5)

where b is an unknown phase factor.
The S-matrix element (6.3) still contains the factor

ep y.F„e,teak. =I'oe (tlXk)+(yk —hh) (FXe) . (6.6)

If the nucleus remains in its ground state, the vertex
function I'0 is proportional to the form factor

Fo=2s.Ze8(Et —E,)H(p),

H(p) = p(x)e'& *d'x

(6.7)

where p(x) is the nuclear-charge distribution (/ pd'x
= 1) and Ze its total charge. If the charge distribution
and the nucleon distribution are identical, which we
shall for simplicity assume, H(p) becomes identical with

F(p), the form factor for nuclear production of pions
(5.8). The T-matrix element, dered by Sf;=St;

2rrib(E; Ef)Tt;—, is then g—iven by

4s e (tIXir)
Tf; = {ZeF—(p))e".

p' (s k(amor)'"
(6.8)

The spatial part F gives rise to a somewhat similar
expression:

where p and 6 are the momentum and energy trans-
ferred to the nucleus. Assuming that 6=0 and setting
k„k„=0for the real incident photon, one 6nds that the
transition amplitude for photoproduction is propor-
tional to I' (—k p,p', 0). The value of the form factor
on which the production depends is therefore, in general,
not identical with the value which occurs in expression
(6.2) for the lifetime. As long as p«M, however, these
two can be expected to be approximately equal since
it is extremely unlikely that the nonlocality of I' has
a range which is large compared to the Compton wave-
length of the proton. We shall, therefore, from now
on, approximate I' by the constant value

d4t 54(k„+t„q„)—
(4k)"'

e„.g„F„e„t),k„I'(k„t„,t„t„,k„k„).

(6.3)

4s eX(pk —k&)
~fs

p' (mk&msr)'"

t=q —k= —p, to=co —k = —6,
The components of t„are given by Qt {p(mt'+Mt')+A(Et"+Mt")}e". (6.9)

(6.4) The E's and M's are related to the multipole ampli-
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tudes defined by Blatt and Weisskopf. ' For example

Ei"= E q &fl» lp),

M,*= 2 p,&fl~, lp),
e=l

So..i
——(q'k/P') I P(P) I

' sin'8, (6.10)

(2.03X10 ")
—Ix3x 10-Ppb. (6.11)

r in sec

Here n is the fme structure constant eP/4s. Using expres-
sion (3.9) for the momentum transfer p,

where q, and p, are the electric charge and the magnetic-
dipole moment of nucleon s. For the closed-shell nuclei,
(6.9) contributes to inelastic photoproduction only.
Inelastic contributions (6&0) also arise from I'p. In
Ref. 5 an estimate was made of the following three
contributions to the cross section for the production
of x"s by 900-MeV photons:

(1) The total inelastic con.tribution from I'p,

(2) the total spin-magnetic contribution from
iMi'.,
(3) the electric-dipole contribution from Ei".

The first two were estimated by applying the formalism
of Secs. IV and V to the Coulomb production, while
the third estimate was based on the dipole sum rule.
It was found that all three are very small compared to
the contribution from (6.8). Also, they are proportional
to Z whereas the elastic cross section is proportional to
Z'. From now on only the elastic production arising
from I'0 will be considered.

By using (6.8), one finds for the differential cross
section

d0—=Z'o.pso, „i,
dQ

Unlike the coherent nuclear peak, which occurs
around 8=2/kR, the position of the peak in the Cou-
lomb production (6.15) is independent of the nuclear
mass number. The Coulomb peak occurs at a smaller
angle than the nuclear peak. This angular separation is
the basis of recent attempts to distinguish the Cou-
lomb production from the nuclear background experi-
mentallyP (Primakoff originally suggested that the
Coulomb production be distinguished by looking for a
Z'-dependent term in the total cross section). The
maximum value of the coherent nuclear cross section
(5.32a) is of the order

which is, apart from the energy dependence of fo and

f, proportional to k 'API'. The Coulomb peak value
is roughly

Z'o p(k/pa) 4,

so that the ratio of Coulomb to nuclear is proportional
to k'A'~'. Actually, experimental measurements always
involve the integral of the diGerential cross section over
some 6nite angular interval:

o (8) sin8d8=28 sin8po'(8p),

where 5 is the angular resolution of the counter. Thus,
the ratio of measured yields at the two peaks is propor-
tional to kPA (provided that 8 is smaller than the peak
widths). If we want to compare the total contributions
from the two peaks, we have to choose 25 in each case
equal to the full width of half-maximum. Taking this to
be roughly equal to the peak angle 00, one obtains a
ratio proportional to k'A I', the nuclear production
alone being proportional to k~A'13. In any case, the
ratio of Coulomb to nuclear production increases
rapidly with photon energy and more slowly with nu-
clear mass number.

The coherent nuclear cross section is given by (5.13)
so that the transition amplitude can be written as
&Ol T~IO) where the nuclear transition operator is

IP(P) IP=1 —~RP(pP+kP8P) (6.12) T =Q„(K~+L~ o„+M~rp„+LN o rp )e'p'*.
(6.16)

for small e. This slow decrease is completely over-
shadowed by the rapid variation of the factor

(qpk/P4) sin28 k48P/(pp+k282)2 (6 13)

which starts at zero, reaches a peak value of

(k/2p)'= (k/pri)',

at an angle given by

8p,,i,= p/k =nP/2k',

and then decreases as 1/8'.

(6.14)

(6.15)

"J.M. Blatt and V. F. Weisskopf, Theoretical 1VNdear Physics
(John Wiley & Sons, Inc. , New York, 1952), p. 599.

The transition amplitude for production by the
Coulomb field (6.8) can be written in the same form
with

where
To=+ (Ko+iVorp )e'P *, (6.17)

K,=M,= (4~/p') (n/k~m'r)'I'e (iIXk)e"' (6.18).
The coherent nuclear (5.32a) and Coulomb (6.10)
cross sections arise from

I (Ol T~l 0) I' and
I (Ol To

I 0) I',
respectively. Actually, the complete coherent cross sec-
tion will be equal to I' multiplied by I (0 I

T~+To
I 0) I'.

In addition to what we called the coherent nuclear and
Coulomb cross sections, we should therefore include a
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contribution due to interference between these produc-
tion modes, namely,

f80'
= 2 cos(i&N bc—)Zap~ 'I Zf&+Sf„IS t, ,'(6.19)

kdn;„~

2000—

l500

l l & I l

Pb
900 MeY

where the shape factor for the interference cross section
is

S; t= (k/P)'I F(P)1' sinP8, (6.20)

which is simply the geometric mean of S„h and Sz, i.
Since the electromagnetic coupling is quite weak, the

Coulomb amplitude (6.18) is probably real so that the
Coulomb phase bq is about 0' or 180'. The pions are
mostly produced outside the nucleus so that inter-
actions between the pions and nucleons are also un-
likely to produce a phase. At low energies, the phase
8~ for nuclear photoproduction is, according to the
Fermi-Watson theorem, equal to the pion scattering
phase. At high energies the only theorems of this nature
which are available, are much weaker and at present
the nuclear phase is unknown.

We have now obtained the four most significant con-
tributions to pion photoproduction from complex
nuclei, namely the nuclear incoherent and coherent, the
Coulomb coherent and the interference cross sections.
The solid curves on Figs. 2 and 3 represent the shape
factors at 900 MeV for these four contributions without
inclusions of final-state interactions, calculated using
radii of 3.05 fm and 7.10 fm for carbon and lead, respec-
tively. These are not the actual shapes of the cross
sections, of course, since o „,0 „,f~, and f„will in general
have an additional angular dependence.

VII. FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS OF
THE PRODUCED PION

If we denote the total nuclear Hamiltonian plus the
kinetic energy operators for the photon and pion fields

by Ho, the photoproduction interaction by V, and the
interaction of the nucleus with the pion field by U, the

l l l l

Fu. 3. Same as
Fig. 2 except for
lead. Normalizing
factor 8= 1000.

500

2' 3 4 5 6
PION ANGLE

general photoproduction transition amplitude is given
by"

(~f1 (~+~)14 '+'&=(x~' 'I ~I4"+'&
+(4vl Ul x'"'& (7 1)

= (xf' 'I & 14 )

where p, x, and &p are, respectively, eigenstates of Hp,

(Hp+ U') and (Hp+ V+V), and where we have made
use of the fact that /f1 Ulx;&+&)=0 for this process.
The usual photoproduction transition operator not in-

cluding pion-nuclear interactions is denoted by and
the + and —superscripts refer to states which have
either only incoming or only outgoing spherical waves
at in6nity. The initial and 6nal states can be written as
products of nuclear and either photon or pion wave
functions, namely,

e'=&,e. , xf'-&=&fx, &-&,

where, for example, p p denotes a photon plane wave.
The transition operator T of Eq. (3.2), which has

been used until now, is defined by the equation

Fxe. 2. Shape
factors of various
contributions to
photoproduction dif-
ferential cross sec-
tion of carbon at
900 Me V. Solid
curves are shape
factors without ab-
sorption for incoher-
ent (S;n,) and coher-
ent {S„h) nuclear
production, Coulomb
production (So,„i)
and interference
term (S; t). Dashed
curves include calcu-
lated eGect of Qnal-
state interactions of
pion. Normalizing
factor 8=500.
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So

= (bl 2-4.(x.)&-4 (x.)15'&
= (] I

g„s-'p»~ s'" »
I (;& .

(7.2)

As we saw in the beginning of Sec. II, the matrix ele-
ment with respect to the pion and photon variables can
be taken by expanding P in terms of creat'on and de-
struction operators for the states p, and $p with respect
to which the matrix element is defined. The correspond-
ing wave functions then simply become factors of the
transition operator for nucleons alone. In order to
express (7.1) as a matrix element with respect to
nuclear states only, we must therefore expand g in
terms of the interacting states y, & ) instead of the free

' M. Gell-Mann and M. L, Qoldberger, Phys. Rev. 91, 398
(1953l.
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pion states p, . It follows directly that the transition
operator (3.2) should be replaced by

T=P„X,&
—&(x„)t.e'~'*". (7.3)

(x i
V

i x')x, (x')/Px', (7.4)

where (x~ V~x') is a nonlocal optical-model potential
which may be replaced by an energy-dependent local
potential. Neglecting certain second-order terms, we
can replace (7.4) by the integral equation

x,&
—

&(x) =e 'p *+(2q/i/)

G pi '(x,x') V(x')x, &
—

& (x')/Px', (7.5)

where G, ( ) is the Green's function for the scalar
Helmholtz equation while q and v are the values of the
pion's momentum and velocity outside the range of the
interaction.

For infinite nuclear matter V(x) is just a constant
complex number

V(x)= V/p+iVr (7.6)

The solution of (7.5) is then

xp& &(x)=exp( —inq x) exp(q x/2X), (7.7)

where n and X are the real refractive index and mean free
path for pions in nuclear matter. When Vg and Vl are
small compared to the total pion energy,

I= 1—(Vip/qi/), (1/l&,)= —(2/ )Ver. (7.8)

In the optical-model inelastic scattering is described
as absorption so that ) consists of two parts
X '=X, ' + X, '. The refractive index and the mean
free path for inelastic scattering can be expressed
in terms of the nucleon density p and the real and
imaginary parts /Rf and df of the forward pion scatter-
ing amplitude:

&tp= 1+(2~/q') p/Rf, )., '= (4r/q) pd f . (7.9)

Frank, Gammel, and Watson" determined /Rf and 8f
by means of dispersion relations and used the
Brueckner-Serber-Watson model to estimate ) . It is
obvious from (7.9) that the results depend very sensi-
tively on the nuclear radius parameter rp. The value

"R.M. Frank, J. L. Gammel, and K. M. Watson, Phys. Rev.
101,891 (1956); K. M. Watson and C. Zemach, Nuovo Cimento
10, 452 (1958l.

In this section we shall investigate the effects of the
inclusion of final-state interactions on the various cross
sections by replacing T wherever it occurs by (7.3).

The pion wave function including interactions with
the nucleus may be determined from the Schrodinger
equation

(~2+q2)1/2X (x) (gyp q2)1/2X (x)

rp=1.4 fm gives the best fit to pion scattering and ab-
sorption measurements. "This then leads to the follow-
ing values" for the optical-model parameters:

Z(Me V) ) (fm) Vg(MeV) V (MeV)
240 1.75 —42.5 —49.0
890 3.05 + 3.5 —32.0

1.20
1.00

E is here the total pion energy outside the nucleus.
We shall use the pion wave function (7.7) in con-

junction with the uniform-density model LEq. (5.15)j
of the nucleus. This procedure is completely equivalent
to the method applied to neutron interactions in nuclei
by Fernbach, Serber, and Taylor" (FST). In this
method the eGects of the final-state interactions can be
separated into four independent aspects:

In the formulation which we have used for cross
sections, the wave function of the outgoing pion must
be normalized to unit volume in the asymptotic region.
Thus at a point xp on the nuclear surface, the pion wave
function is: -

Xp((x &)=pexp( iq xp) —. (7.10)

At a position x inside the nucleus, the wave function
(7.7) becomes:

x,& &(x)=X exp(q x/2X) exp( —pnq x) . (7.11)

The normalization constant is determined by the re-
quirement that (7.10) and (7.11) agree on the nuclear
surface if (xp —x) is parallel to q. This is the essence
of the FST model. Taking the center of the nucleus as
origin and defining l(x) by:

xp=x+lq, xp=R, (7.12)
"T. A. Fuji, Phys. Rev. 113,695 (1959);also, papers by Ferretti

and by Ignatenko at CERN Symp. High Energy Accelerators and
Pion Phys. , Geneva, 1956."S.Fernbach, R. Serber, and T.B.Taylor, Phys. Rev. 75, 1352
(1949).

(a) Attenuation of the emerging pion beam due to
absorption. Apart from the fact that inelastically scat-
tered pions, which would in fact contribute to the in-
coherent cross section, are treated as if they are ab-
sorbed, the model being used should describe this eGect
quite well. At 900 MeV, X, is much smaller than ),
anyhow, so that the inelastic eGect should be small.

(b) Modification of the pion momentum inside the
nucleus with resulting change in diffraction pattern—
adequately described by model.

(c) Refraction of the pion beam at the nuclear surface.
In a more realistic nucleus, this effect would be spread
out through the thickness of the nuclear surface. This
would change the phase slightly, At 900 MeV, n= 1 so
that no refraction occurs anyway.

(d) Internal reflection of the pion beam. This is the
only aspect in which the abrupt nuclear surface which
we use, has an appreciable eGect, namely by giving far
too much internal reRection. We shall, however, apply
the model in such a way that internal reQection is not
considered at all.
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one finds for the pion wave function

x,& '(x) = exp[i(n —1)qll exp( —i/2X) exp( i—q x)
(7.13)

The effect of (7.3) and (7.13) on the various form
factors will now be considered.

When 6nal-state interactions are included, the form
factor for coherent nuclear production (5.8) becomes

F*(p)= p(x)exp(ip x) exp[i(e —1)qt—t/2X]d'x.
(7.14)

Inserting the value (5.15) for the density, and de-
fining

n=kR cos8—qR, p=R/2X,

P=kR sin8, 8= (I—1)qR,

IC[(1—r')&j= cosnr e'&" cos[(—a 28)—r],
L[(1—r') &j= sinnr+ e '&" sin[(n —2b)rj,

one can reduce this expression for F*(p) to the following
one-dimensional integral:

F*(p)= (3r/2) Jp(Pr) [R'(r)+iL, (r)j[y+in —i8] 'dr.
0 (7.15)

This integral could not be evaluated analytically and
its value was therefore calculated numerically on an
IBM 709 electronic digital computer.

The boundary condition described in the previous
paragraph actually implies that effect (c) of the pion
interactions is neglected. To include this e6ect, one
should require (7.10) and (7.11) to agree on the nuclear
surface if (xp —x&) has the orientation with respect to
q dictated by the refractive index. However, instead of

F(p), one then must consider the complete shape factor
(5.33a)

since the refractive index sects also the direction
(H, p ) into which the pion must be produced in order to
escape from the nucleus in a specified direction. In
Ref. 5 this was achieved in an approximate way, but,
since the procedure is somewhat tedious, it will not be
reproduced here. The result of the numerical calcula-
tions is that the inclusion of the refraction effect (c)
leads to enhancement of the shape factor [over the
inclusion of (a) and (b) only) by factors 1.1, 1.4, 1.6,
and 2.6 in the case of C, Ca, Cu, and Pb at 250 MeV.
Because of the approximations involved when (c) is
included, the reliability of these numbers is very un-
certain. Since e= 1 at 900 MeV, this eGect is fortunately
not present at the higher energy.

The incoherent cross section consists of two parts
which have to be considered separately. Whereas the
density form factor (7.14) involves a threefold integral
only, which in the Fermi gas case was easily reduced to

a one-dimensional integral (7.15), the correlation form
factor G(p) involves a sixfold integral (5.9) over an
integrand containing the product of pion wave functions
at two di8erent points. In general it will thus be very
difficult to carry out the same procedure for G(p) as for
F(P). In the specific case which was considered in
Sec. V, however, namely with harmonic-oscillator wave
functions applied to 0", G(p) can be expressed as the
product of two twofold integrals. This was done in
Ref. 5 where a further unimportant approximation was
made to reduce each twofold integral to the product of
two simple integrals which were then again evaluated
numerically.

The leading part of the incoherent cross section
arises from the diagonal contribution which is propor-
tional to (O~tqtiq~0}. It is easy to see that in this case
the e6ect of absorption is simply to multiply the cross
section by a factor

e '&*&'"p(x)d'x, (7.16)

)=0 692 ". at 250 MeV,

/=0. 872 U' at 900 MeV.
(7.18)

When absorption of the pion is not included, the in-
coherent shape factor (5.33b) is given by (1—G(p)).
We shall denote the Fermi gas value, pertaining to
nuclear matter, by (1—Gr) and the value calculated
in Sec. V for 0" using oscillator wave functions, by
(1—Gp). As we have seen above, numerical calculations
were performed to determine the value of Go when ab-
sorption is included. The result will be denoted Go+.
The 1, which comes from the diagonal contribution, is
changed to f when absorption is included. The total in-
coherent shape factor for oxygen with inclusion of ab-
sorption, thus becomes

G 'll' (7.19)

Since 6* could not be calculated for nuclei other than
0", it is of interest to see how well (7.19) can be ap-
proximated by simply multiplying the (1—G) values
without absorption, by f At large p. values t'(1 Gp)—
and f(1 Gp) both a—pproach (7.19). In the forward
direction f (1—Gp) is too small by a factor 2 at 250 MeV
and a factor 8 at 900 MeV. On the other hand, at small
momentum transfers f'(1—Gr) is within 5% of (7.19)

"R.Hofstadter, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 7, 231 (1957).

which for the uniform density model simply reduces to
f(2R/X) where

f'(x) = (px){1—(2/x')[1 —(1+@)e ~j) . (7.17)

When evaluated. using the mean-free-path values )
quoted above and the uniform radii measured by
Hofstadter PP the values of f can be represented quite
well by the following empirical expressions:
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0.2—

FxG. 4. Phase correc-
tion due to pion inter-
actions calculated for
lead, copper, calcium,
and carbon at 900 MeV.

except behind the nucleus where it is attenuated. The
expression which one obtains, is

H.*"(p)=H-(p)+l(pR)' «(2~)Jo(P~)f(~)

I

Io 2o Po go 5o 6o

PION ANGLE, e

where

f(~) = Z 8 ~X ) (7.25)

X (exp[2 (i8—y) (1—r')"')—1}, (7.24)

p2

H(p) =
4x

p(x)
&ik. y&ig as&$3~ (7.21)

The physical signihcance of this expression is obvious:
the nuclear charge density at x causes photoproduction
of a pion at y by means of the long-range Coulomb po-
tential which decreases inversely with the distance
between x and y. Although (7.21) looks very different
from the form factor for nuclear production (5.8), it is
easy to show that the two are identical, at least for
spherically symmetric density distributions.

When a uniform density is used, it is convenient to
divide H(p) into two parts, one arising from production
points inside the nucleus (y&R) and the other arising
from exterior production points (y) R):

H(p) =H' (p)+H.*(p),
H;, (p)= Z(pR) —cos(pR), (7.22)

H (p) =cos(pR) .

When absorption of the pion is included, the calculation
of H;„+(p) is very similar to that of F+(p). In terms of
the parameters defined in connection with (7.15), one
obtains

H;„+(p)=xi(pR)' dr dz(3r rz' r')Jo(Pr)— —

&&exp/(r+in ib)z+(ih y—)sj, (—7.23)

where s= (1—r')'I'. The integral over z is simple but
the remaining integral over r was again performed on a
computer.

To calculate H +(p), one needs the pion wave func-
tion outside the nucleus. According to the FST model
the pion wave function is a plane wave everywhere

and it never differs from it by more than 20%. When
the incoherent shape factor with absorption is needed
for nuclei other than oxygen, we shall therefore use

S;..+=|(1—G,) . (7.20)

In Sec. VI the cross section for photoproduction by
the Coulomb field of the nucleus was derived by
utilizing the Feylnnan rules in momentum space. It is
also possible to apply the Feynman rules in coordinate
space to the diagram in Fig. 1. Of course one obtains
exactly the same result as in Eq. (6.8) except that the
form factor 6rst appears in the form:

and z= (x'—r')'~'. This last integral diverges logarith-
mically when 0, vanishes, i.e, , when y q=0. This is due
to the fact that the FST wave function does not contain
diRracted waves. The exact pion wave function, which
does include dMracted waves, will essentially not "see"
the nucleus beyond a distance qR' behind the nucleus.
To take this into account, the integral (7.25) was
smeared out over such a distance, and (7.24) was then
calculated numerically.

The shape factor for the interference term when ab-
sorption is included, S;„&,may simply be taken to be the
geometric mean of S„h and Sc, i, provided that the
phase difference occurring in (6.19) is changed to

(b~ 8c)*=—(b~ bo)+b(—8) . (7.26)

The main contribution to the phase correction b(e)
comes from the difference between H, +(p) and H (p).
The results of the calculations at 900 MeV are shown
in Fig. 4.

As one expects, the main effect of the inclusion of
pion absorption is attenuation of the cross section. The
incoherent cross section is diminished by a factor
f(2R/X). Near the peak, the coherent nuclear cross
section is attenuated by factor of, roughly, t'2(R/&). The
minima in the coherent cross section, on the other hand,
are 6lled in so that the general angular distribution
becomes smoother. In the case of the Coulomb produc-
tion, the e6'ect on the shape of the cross section is much
more pronounced. Since pions produced inside the
nucleus can in general be expected to be more strongly
absorbed than those outside, the ratio of IJ; + to B +

should become smaller. It then follows directly from
Eq. (7.22) that the maxima and minima in the differ-
ential cross section would be shifted towards smaller

angles. The results of the numerical computations of
the shape factors with absorption are indicated by the
dashed curves on Figs. 2 and 3. The second hump in the
curve for Sc, i for lead, is again due to the difference
between II, + and H

VIII. DISCUSSION

The photoproduction of neutral pions from complex
nuclei has been discussed in three articles" " which
were published after the submission of the thesis' on

2' V. Glaser and R. A. Ferrell, Phys. Rev. 121, 886 (2962).
'4 C. Chiuderi and G. Morpurgo, Nuovo Cimento 19,497 (2962)."S.M. Berman, Vuovo Cimento 21, 2030 (2962).
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which the present work is based (a preprint of Ref. 24
was actually seen by the author before the completion
of the thesis). These three articles will be considered
brieQy and their results compared with those of the
present work. The results of the previous sections will
then be investigated in the light of the available experi-
mental information.

Glaser and Ferrelp' primarily considered the coherent
Coulomb production which arises from the Fo term in
Eq. (6.6). They showed that the contribution from
excited final nuclear states may be ignored. For the
nuclear coherent and incoherent diR'erential cross
sections, the expressions (A*)'oH sin'8 and (A*)oH were
simply assumed, where o.H was identified with the value
of about 1 zzb/sr which Berkelman and Waggoners
found for the 30-deg differential cross section for
m' production from hydrogen at 950 MeV. The effect
of absorption was taken into account by using an e6ec-
tive number 3*=23'I' of nucleons. This is equivalent
to a reduction by factors 0.87 and 0.34 for the incoherent
and by factors 0.76 and 0.11 for the coherent nuclear
cross sections for C and Pb, respectively. (The corre-
sponding reduction factors found in the present work
were 0.53 and 0.30 for the incoherent, and 0.47 and 0.21
for the coherent production. ) The authors finally con-
cluded that the m' mean life should be measurable to
ten-percent accuracy by detecting pions produced at
angles smaller than 3e/k (about 2') by 1-GeV photons.

A somewhat better discussion of the nuclear contri-
bution was given by Chiuderi and Morpurgo. '4 They
wrote down expression (3.3) for the nuclear transition
operator

T=P;t,e'&'*', (8 1)

The neglect of higher terms was partly based on an
estimate of less than 30 MeV for the excitation energy
of the final nucleus. For the contribution from T~ they
essentially found the OR& term I Eq. (4.17)] which we
included in the coherent nuclear cross section

I Kq. (5.30)]. For the cross section arising from the
one-particle terms in g„~(e~ Tz~0) ~' they found

ra ([LI'+
(
N (')L10-'+ 10-'2'~'],

in our notation. This expression represents the terms
neglected in the closure approximation when we went
from Eq. (3.5) to Kq. (3.7). It amounts to only about
3% of the diagonal cross section (3.10), which provides
added justification for the method. One should remark,

where the single nucleon operator t has the form given
in Eq. (2.9). The coherent cross section was written in
a form equivalent to (8.3) with an estimate of 0.5
zzb/sr for f' For the in.coherent cross section in the
forward direction, only L and N are important. The
exponential was expanded and only the first two terms
kept:

T=P;t;(1+zp x;)-Tz+Tz.

FIG. 5. Photopro-
duction from calcium
at 250 MeV. Data
points are from Da-
vidson's thesis (Ref.
26). Solid curve is
differential cross sec-
tion predicted by
theory. Dashed curve
is incoherent com-
ponent of theoretical
cross section.
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(8 2)

The leading terms thus obtained are completely equiva-
lent to the expression in Kqs. (5.30) and (5.31) of the
present work (again when allowance is made for slight
discrepancies in Ref. 25). The general formalism which
is used, however, tends to obscure the origin of the
particle cancellation of the incoherent cross section. In
order to obtain quantitative results, Berman used the
PrimakofP' correlation function. If, as discussed in
Sec. V above, this does in fact lead to values of G(P)
which are too large, the value of the incoherent cross
section would be underestimated by this procedure.

Based on the lifetime measurements of Ref. 4, the
Coulomb production cross section should reach a maxi-
mum value of 3Z')&10 4 pb/sr at 250 MeV, and can
therefore be ignored completely. The nuclear ampli-
tudes at this energy are well known and were discussed
in Sec. II. The theoretical production cross sections

however, that the importance of these correction terms
is enhanced by the partial cancellation of the diagonal
by the correlated contribution (5.12) to the cross
section.

The only really systematic investigation of the
nuclear coherent and incoherent x' photoproduction was
given by Berman. " He also started with expression
(8.1) but represented the single nucleon operator in
terms of D, 8=%&M and E, C= LAN. As in Sec. III
and Ref. 12, the cross section was separated into a
diagonal and. a nondiagonal contribution. For the
diagonal (one-particle) contribution, precisely
Eq. (4.15) was found Lapart from erroneous factors of
3 which should be omitted from Eq. (4) and from the
equations on p. 1023 of Ref. 25].The two-particle con-
tribution was, however, analyzed in a fashion which
divers from that used in the present work and follows
Lax and Feshbach" instead. In terms of our form
factors, the quantities used by Berman (as well as in
Ref. 12) are:
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Fxo. 6. Photopro-
duction from lead at
900 MeV. Data
points are from Ref.
3. Solid curves A
and B are theoretical
cross sections using
single-nucleon cross
sections discussed in
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Fig. 4. Dashed
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from complex nuclei can therefore be calculated at this
energy. The values obtained for calcium are represented
by the solid curve on Fig. 5. The dashed curve repre-
sents the incoherent contribution, which is relatively
unimportant at angles smaller than 40'. The experi-
mental data points on Fig. 5 were taken from
Davidson. "Near the peak, the theoretical curve lies
some 30% below the experimental points.

At high energies the Coulomb and interference terms
in the cross section become important at small angles.
Unfortunately, the single-nucleon amplitudes are not
yet known well. The various contributions to the dif-
ferential photoproduction cross section can be written

o„l,(8)=A'f'S h",

0 Coul(8) Z 0 OSCoul

0",„,(8)=2(A f)(Z00'I')S;„,+ cosh*,

0 inn (8)=A O'Sino

(8 3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

(8.6)

where Af Zf~+Ef„and AO=Z0„+So„. The con-
stant 00 has a value of about 3X10 ' pb/sr (if the lr'
lifetime is around 2X10 "sec). In Sec. II it was seen
that a reasonable fit to the 950-MeV-proton differential
cross section leads to a value (f~' )'= 0.56 yb/sr (and
hence f„'=497 Iib/sr) at .900 MeV. If the third lrlIt'

resonance has negative parity, this is increased. to
(f~™)'=4 0 lab/sr (and f~'= 35.5 pb/sr) in the forward
direction. Actually the value of the proton differential
cross section at 30 places an upper limit of around this
latter value on f„',unless there is a pole term due to
the exchange of a vector meson. The results of Talman
et a/. ,' however, indicate that the eGects of exchange
terms are small below 1 GeV. About f„nothing is so
far known experimentally. Although there is no theo-
retical justification to do so at high energies, we shall

26 G. Davidson, Ph.D. thesis, MIT, September 1959 (unpub-
lished); R. Barringer, R. Meunier, and I,. S. Osborne, CERN
Symp. High Energy Accelerators and Pion Phys. , Geneva, 1956,
Proc. p. 282.

to calculate S,.h and S&.„&. Absorption was included by
simply multiplying S„h by the attenuation factor cal-
culated in Ref. 5 and. the present work, and cosh was
assumed to be constant. The results of the fitting pro-
cedure were:

Target material

r (jn 10 16 sec)
cos 5
f' (in yb/sr)

Al

0.7
1.0

34

Cu

0.3
—0.3
36

Pb
1.0
1.0

32

If fi, is set equal to f, this results in a value of 3.8 pb/sr
for (fl,™)', which at present still falls within the range
of values allowed by the experiments. The lifetime of
0.7&10 " sec is about three times smaller than the
value obtained by direct methods. 4 The angular reso-
lution should, however, at least be reduced to less than
2' before one would see enough structure to permit a
reliable separation between the various components of
the cross section.

Since the calculated cross section for Ca at 250 MeV
is about 30% lower than the experimental value, it is
important to look for possible sources of error. The
basic assumptions of the method, namely thedirect-

set f= f~ and o=o„ in order to make quantitative
estimates.

The two sets of curves on Fig. 6 were calculated for
lead at 900 MeV using the shape factors calculated in
the present work. For set A the values (f~' )'=0.56
Ilb/sr and o~' =0.22 pb/sr were used, and for set B
the values (f ' )'=4.0 Ilb/sr and o~' =1.0 Ilb/sr,
which are roughly the upper limits which can at present
be set on the proton cross sections. The solid curves
were calculated using for 8* simply the values 8(8) of
Eq. (7.26) and Fig. 4. The dashed curves, on the other
hand, represent the cross sections in the case of maxi-
mum constructive interference (cos5=1 at all angles)
and the case of no interference (cos8=0).

Ruderman et ul.' measured the photoproduction of
neutral pions from Pb, Cu, Al, and C at 900 MeV. The
x' yield was measured as a function of a quantity in-
volving an integral over g, the angular resolution being
about 4' in the forward direction and about 2' at large
angles. The data points for lead on Fig. 6 were taken
from Ruderman's thesis and normalized to the cross
sections reported at Rochester' (no absolute values
were quoted in the thesis). Because of the smearing of
such a wide range of angles in the experimental meas-
urements, the data points should not be compared
directly with the curves. Instead, the theoretical cross
sections should be folded into the angular resolution.
The parameters occurring in Eqs. (8.3)—(8.6) can then
be varied until a good fit to the measured yields is ob-
tained. This was done by Ruderman, who, however,
used the Primako6 correlation function to calculate
S;,and a Gaussian form factor:

I
F(P) I'= expC —(P~)'/5j
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interaction model and impulse approximation, seem to
be fairly well established at high energies. Of course,
any pions produced by a process in which it is essential
that many nucleons must take part, would not be in-
cluded by this formalism.

In the evaluation of the nuclear matrix elements, the
most serious assumption was that of independent par-
ticle motion, since it neglects strong correlations due to
the residual forces between nucleons. Especially proc-
esses where the nucleus is disrupted, may be appreciably
enhanced due to the presence of high-momentum com-
ponents arising from the hard-core repulsion between
nucleons. The principal effect, however, mould be on the
incoherent cross section which is much smaller than the
coherent processes at small angles.

A considerable change in the cross sections could be
achieved by modifying the interaction parameters used
in Sec. VII. In order to fit the 250-MeV cross section,
the pion mean free path would have to be increased to
3 fm. Such a long mean free path can be ruled out on
experimental grounds. "At high energies, however, the
interaction parameters are not at all certain yet and

may very well have to be changed.
jn the case of pure absorption (refractive index n= 1),

the FST model is probably quite adequate for the calcu-
lation of the effect of 6nal-state interactions on the co-
herent nuclear cross section. As stated in Sec. VII, the
calculation may be much less reliable when refraction
has to be taken into account, since this was done to
lowest order in (n —1).At 250 MeV, N= 1.2 so that this
weakness of the method may be largely responsible for
the disagreement between theory and experiment at 250
MeV. Another aspect of the FST model which is open
to some degree of doubt, occurs in the Coulomb case,
where the wave function used in the calculation of H,„
could possibly lead to erroneous results.

The optical model treats inelastically scattered par-
ticles as if they are absorbed, whereas they may in fact
still be detected and included in the incoherent com-
ponent of the measured cross section. The incoherent
cross section in the forward direction is strongly sup-
pressed because of the bias against small-momentum
transfers which arises from the exclusion principle. One
should therefore also consider pions produced in another
direction, where the Pauli suppression is negligible, and
scattered into the forward angles. A closely related
source of additional pions, arises from the primary pro-
duction of charged pions, which are then changed into
neutral pions by secondary charge-exchange scattering
events.

This latter process could also contribute to the
dominant coherent cross section, and its magnitude
should therefore be estimated. Let us 6rst consider the
production chain y~x+~m'. In order to compare
the cross section with the regular direct coherent pro-
duction, we first have to replace the amplitude A f by
Zf+, where f+ is the nonspin Rip amplitude (divided by
sin8) for the elementary process y+P~ e+s+. This

has to be multiplied by the probability amplitude for
the charge-exchange scattering 1—f(R/&), where

(1/&+) = (N/A) (3/4n ro')0 (~+n ~ s p). Finally there
is a nuclear matrix element which will simply be re-
placed by unity in order to obtain an upper limit. A
similar contribution comes from the chain y —+ m ~ x'.
If these two are added, assuming f= f+,—X =Q, and
Z=X, and reasonable values are used for the various
cross sections, one 6nds that the primary production of
charged pions could contribute at the very most 1%
(Ca at 250 MeV) or 0.5% (Pb at 900 MeV) to the co-
herent cross section.

For the additional contributions to the incoherent
cross section, both due to primary charged-pion pro-
duction and to neutral-pion production and rescattering,
a slightly different treatment should be used. Firstly
there is the primary production process with probability
A p(x)0 ~(8~) (1—G) which includes the Pauli suppression
factor (1—G). The produced pion is then propagated
from x to y where its Qux is (1/4m. l~')e "&" where
1&= ~x—y~, while z~ is the reciprocal of the pion mean
free path. The probability of the secondary scattering
process is Ap(y)02(8&) in the case of y~vr'~s', and
approximately —,Ap02 when the intermediate pion is
charged. Finally there is a factor e "'", the probability
that the 6nal pion emerges intact. If only the exactly
forward direction is considered, 8~= 82. In order to make
a quantitative estimate possible, the complete expres-
sion for the cross section is approximated by a product
of an angular integral

(-', or —,') Aa ~(8) (1—G)A0.2(8) sin8d8,

and a double volume integral

(1/4slP)s —&&'&s "2tnp(x)p(y)dg~ay.

Inserting reasonable values, one 6nds that the process
y -+ x' —+ m' could be expected to contribute about j.5
pb/sr (Ca at 250 MeV) and 45 pb/sr (Pb at 900 MeV)
at 8=0. The expected contributions from primary
charged-pion production are about 7 and 4 pb/sr, re-
spectively. Although both processes are comparable
with the direct incoherent cross section, their contribu-
tions are still very small compared to the coherent
peak.

The 30% discrepancy between theory and experiment
at 250 MeV should probably be ascribed to one or both
of the following causes: (i) the unreliability of the simple
FST model for refractive processes, and (ii) the existence
of an unaccounted for constant background to the dif-
ferential cross section. At 900 MeV both sources of error
appear to be absent, (i) because N= 1, and (ii) because
of the small values of the experimentally measured cross
section at 8' (see Fig. 6). The main uncertainties at 900
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MeV arise from: (a) the pion mean free path to be used
in the final-state interaction calculations, and (b) the
single nucleon amplitude A f=Zfs+Nf . Conversely,
this means that the photoproduction of neutral pions
from complex nuclei could be used as a means of in-
vestigating the interactions of pions with nucleons and
nuclear matter. If the production amplitudes are de-
termined by other methods, the mean free path in
nuclear matter can be obtained. If, on the other hand,
a reliable estimate of the mean free path is obtained
from measurements of absorption of positive and nega-
tive pions by complex nuclei, the proton and neutron
amplitudes f~ and f„can be calculated from the z'
photoproduction cross sections of nuclei with diferent
Z-to-N ratios.
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(p,2p) angular correlations for various p-shell nuclei are analyzed in the distorted-wave Born approxima-
tion with simple shell-model assumptions for the struck particle. The object is to de6ne the limits on the
information that can be obtained about nuclear structure from present experiments and to suggest how
experiments should be improved. It is found that a simple shell-model wave function for the struck particle
can be quite well de6ned by 6tting present experimental data but that the choice of optical-model param-
eters is highly ambiguous, The ambiguity extends to the determination of the eftective two-body potential
and the necessity for configuration mixing. The rms radius of the proton distribution obtained from (p,2p)
curve 6tting agrees well with that obtained from electron scattering. The primary need is for better energy
and angular resolution.

1. INTRODUCTION

HE first (p,2p) experiments' were performed with
very high-energy (340-MeV) protons. The distri-

bution of momentum transfer to the residual nucleus
was measured by measuring either the angular correla-
tion for a given energy sharing between theemitted
protons or the energy distribution at fixed angles. As a
first approximation the momentum transfer was
regarded as being due only to the motion of the struck
particle. The momentum-transfer distribution was
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equated with the momentum distribution of nucleons
in the nucleus.

It was suggested by Kisberg' that a measurement of
the angular correlation between two medium-energy
nucleons emitted in time coincidence in a direct interac-
tion might provide a sensitive test of the validity of the
assumption that an incident nucleon collides with a
single nucleon in the nuclear surface at intermediate
energies.

Angular correlations in (p,2p) experiments were
measured by Cohen, ' and GriKths and Eisberg. ' In
Cohen's experiment not enough data were obtained on
the angular correlation for a signi6cant determination of
its characteristics. The major effort was expended on

R. M. Eisberg, University of California Radiation Laboratory
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